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A concise guide to evidence-based approaches in neurocritical careFrom important aspects of
the physical examination to imaging studies to treatment options and dosage guidelines,
Decision Making in Neurocritical Care provides a solid introduction to the evidence-based
management of patients in the neurological intensive care unit. Succinct text in a highly
accessible bullet-point format details the essentials of history-taking, physical examination,
differential diagnosis, diagnostic evaluation, and treatments for a range of neurological problems
in the critical care setting.Special features:Brief vignettes of typical cases emphasize key
questions for the physician to consider and urgent orders to be givenCoverage of the basics of
neurocritical care, including techniques of intubation, ventilator management, sedation, and
multimodality monitoringPearls and pitfalls highlight key points in patient
managementConvenient medication tables, including dosages, adverse effects, and
contraindicationsConsistent presentation in each chapter enhances ease of useIdeal for
neurologists, neurosurgeons and critical care physicians at all levels, this book is invaluable for
optimizing patient care. It is also an excellent choice for board review preparation in these
specialties.

Praise for this book: "Chapters are clearly written and...[the] black-and-white illustrations and
reproductions of cerebral radiographs are of remarkably good quality...an excellent
multidisciplinary overview."--Doody's ReviewWell-written introduction to neurocritical
care...Provides a quick and easy to understand overview in a standardized and recognizable
structure... -- Central European Neurosurgery"Frontera has done a phenomenal job in
summarizing the available literature."--Arch Neurol"A concise guide for medical students,
residents, and fellows rotating in the Neuro-ICU...The most practical neurocritical care handbook
published to date." -- American Academy of Neurology"A state of the art review of evidence-
based neurological critical care medicine...Clear illustrations, tables, and case reports make for
interesting reading and allow, e.g., quick bed-side reference to a treatment scheme...The easy
to handle format of the book is appealing. It is suitable as a reference work in a clinical practice,
as preparation for examinations and also for those who wish to refresh their knowledge on a
particular topic...an excellent introduction [that] offers good value for money."--Minimally Invasive
Neurosurgery"Clearly written...[provides] a significant amount of information in relatively few
pages. Black-and-white illustrations and reproductions of cerebral radiographs are of remarkably
good quality...an excellent multidisciplinary overview...[provides] excellent guidance and detail."--
Doody's Review"Each chapter begins with a general description of a specific neurological injury/
condition, followed by a case example and sections on history and examination, differential
diagnosis, diagnostic evaluation, treatment, and prognosis. Designed for neurologists,



neurosurgeons, and critical care physicians, the text is also suitable for board review preparation
in these specialties."--SciTech Book NewsFrom the Back CoverPraise for this book:Chapters
are clearly written and...[the] black-and-white illustrations and reproductions of cerebral
radiographs are of remarkably good quality...an excellent multidisciplinary overview. - Doody's
ReviewFrom important aspects of the physical examination to imaging studies to treatment
options and dosage guidelines,Decision Making in Neurocritical Care provides a solid
introduction to the evidence-based management of patients in the neurological intensive care
unit. Succinct text in a highly accessible bullet-point format details the essentials of history-
taking, physical examination, differential diagnosis, diagnostic evaluation, and treatments for a
range of neurological problems in the critical care setting.Special features:Brief vignettes of
typical cases emphasize key questions for the physician to consider and urgent orders to be
givenCoverage of the basics of neurocritical care, including techniques of intubation, ventilator
management, sedation, and multimodality monitoringPearls and pitfalls highlight key points in
patient managementConvenient medication tables, including dosages, adverse effects, and
contraindicationsConsistent presentation in each chapter enhances ease of useIdeal for
neurologists, neurosurgeons and critical care physicians at all levels, this book is invaluable for
optimizing patient care. It is also an excellent choice for board review preparation in these
specialties.About the AuthorAssistant Professor of Neuro-Critical Care, Depts of Neurosurgery
and Neurology, Mt. Sinai School of Medicine, New York, NY, USARead more
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Brandon Gabel, “Four Stars. Very nice overview and easily fits into a white coat pocket for quick
reference when in the unit.”

sunil singh gautam, “good upto ddx.. good only upto differencial diagnosis,not explained to
reach a diagnosis desicion making part need further explanation.may coming edition will fulfill it.”

Dave K, “Great Book. This comment is from the perspective of an acute care nurse
practitioner.Really a great book. I found the information helpful, concise, to the point, and easy to
read. The book provides a basic overview and treatment modalities for common conditions
encountered in neurocritical care.”

jgw, “Great handbook to have in any. Very well written. Timely information. Great handbook to
have in any NICU”

R. Choi, “Great buy!. Concise, comprehensive, made as an excellent review for the neurocritical
UCNS boards. Problem is it may not be up to date, but it's hard to stay up to date in today's
rapidly evolving neurocritical care field. Still, highly recommended.”

Archer, “A concise well written practical book for Neuro ICU. It is a well written book. You will not
have trouble finding what you are looking for very quickly. To the point and bulleted. Very helpful
while admitting or managing Neuro icu patients.”
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